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Abstract. Medical image analysis using deep learning has recently been
prevalent, showing great performance for various downstream tasks including medical image segmentation and its sibling, volumetric image
segmentation. Particularly, a typical volumetric segmentation network
strongly relies on a voxel grid representation which treats volumetric data
as a stack of individual voxel ‘slices’, which allows learning to segment
a voxel grid to be as straightforward as extending existing image-based
segmentation networks to the 3D domain. However, using a voxel grid representation requires a large memory footprint, expensive test-time and limiting the scalability of the solutions. In this paper, we propose Point-Unet,
a novel method that incorporates the efficiency of deep learning with 3D
point clouds into volumetric segmentation. Our key idea is to first predict
the regions of interest in the volume by learning an attentional probability
map, which is then used for sampling the volume into a sparse point cloud
that is subsequently segmented using a point-based neural network. We
have conducted the experiments on the medical volumetric segmentation
task with both a small-scale dataset Pancreas and large-scale datasets
BraTS18, BraTS19, and BraTS20 challenges. A comprehensive benchmark on different metrics has shown that our context-aware Point-Unet
robustly outperforms the SOTA voxel-based networks at both accuracies,
memory usage during training, and time consumption during testing. Our
code is available at https://github.com/VinAIResearch/Point-Unet.
Keywords: Volumetric Segmentation · Medical Image Segmentation ·
Medical Representation · Point Cloud
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Introduction

Medical image segmentation has played an important role in medical analysis
and is widely developed for many clinical applications. Although deep learning
can achieve accuracy close to human performance for many computer vision tasks
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Fig. 1. (a): a 2D voxel grid and a segmentation rendered by volume rendering; (b): a
PC from the grid and the point-based segmentation results.

on 2D images, it is still challenging and limited for applying to medical imaging
tasks such as volumetric segmentation. Existing voxel-based neural networks for
volumetric segmentation have prohibitive memory requirements: nnNet [12] uses
a volume patch size of 160 × 192 × 128, which requires a GPU with 32GB of
memory for training to achieve the state-of-the-art performance [1]. To mitigate
high memory usage, some previous work resort to workarounds such as using
smaller grid size (e.g., 253 and 193 in DeepMedic [22]) for computation, resulting
in degraded performance.
In this work, we propose to leverage the 3D PC representation for the problem
of medical volumetric segmentation as inspired by recent success in 3D point
cloud (PC) analysis [28,29,20,37,8]. Having a PC representation is advantageous
in that we can have fine-grained control of the segmentation quality, i.e., to
sample the volume and focus points at the important areas. PCs are also suitable
for capturing global features that are challenging and costly to have with a
regular voxel grid. A summary of the difference between PC and voxel grid on
an MRI image is shown in Figure 1.
Our so-called Point-Unet is a point-based volumetric segmentation framework
with three main modules: the saliency attention, the context-aware sampling,
and the point-based segmentation module. The saliency attention module takes
a volume as input and predicts an attentional probability map that guides the
context-aware point sampling in the subsequent module to transform the volume
into a PC. The point-based segmentation module then processes the PCs and
outputs the segmentation, which is finally fused back to the volume to obtain
the final segmentation results.
In summary, our main contributions in this work are: (1) Point-Unet, a new
perspective and formulation to solve medical volumetric segmentation using a
PC representation; (2) A saliency proposal network to extract an attentional
probability map which emphasizes the regions of interests in a volume; (3) An
efficient context-aware point sampling mechanism for capturing better local
dependencies within regions of interest while maintaining global relations; (4) A
comprehensive benchmark that demonstrates the advantage of our point-based
method over other SOTA voxel-based 3D networks at both accuracies, memory
usage during training, and inference time.
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Related Work

Volumetric Segmentation. Deep learning-based techniques, especially CNNs,
have shown excellent performance in the volumetric medical segmentation. Early
methods include the standard Unet [30], Vnet [24], and then DeepMedic [22],
which improves robustness with multi-scale segmentation. Recently, by utilizing
hard negative mining to achieve the final voxel-level classification, [16] improved
the patch-based CNNs performance. KD-Net [7] fused information from different
modalities through knowledge distillation. Instead of picking the best model
architecture, [5] ensembled multiple models which were trained on different
datasets or different hyper-parameters. By extending U-Net with leaky ReLU
activations and instance normalization, nnNet [12] obtained the second-best
performance on BraTS18. aeUnet [25], the top-performing method in BraTS18,
employed an additional branch to reconstruct the input MRI on top of a traditional
encoder-decoder 3D CNN architecture. The top performance of BraTS19 is [14],
which is a two-stage cascaded U-Net. The first stage had a U-Net architecture. In
the second stage, the output of the first stage was concatenated to the original
input and fed to a similar encoder-decoder to obtain the final segmentation.
Point Cloud Segmentation. In 3D deep learning, the semantic segmentation
task can be solved by directly analyzing PCs data. Many point-based techniques
have been recently developed for PC semantic segmentation [28,18,8]. PointNet [28] used MLPs to learn the representation of each point, whereas the global
representation was extracted by applying a symmetric function like max pooling
on the per-point features. PointNet++ [29] was then developed to address the lack
of local features by using a hierarchy of PointNet itself to capture local geometric
features in a local point neighborhood. PointCNN [20] used a X -transformation to
learn features from unstructured PCs. In order to extract richer edge features [18]
proposed SuperPoint Graph where each superpoint was embedded in a PointNet
and then refined by RNNs. Inspired by the idea of the attention mechanism, [36]
proposed a graph-based convolution with attention to capture the structural
features of PCs while avoiding feature contamination between objects. Recently,
RandLA-Net [8] has achieved SOTA performance on semantic segmentation of
large point clouds by leveraging random sampling at inference. In this work, we
aim to bring the efficiency of deep learning with point clouds into volumetric
segmentation for medical 3D data.

3

Proposed Point-Unet

Our proposed Point-Unet for volumetric segmentation contains three modules
i.e.,to saliency attention module, context-aware sampling and point-based segmentation module. The overall architecture is given in Fig. 2.
3.1

Saliency Attention

Our saliency attention network is leveraged by [3,41], and designed as contextual
pyramid to capture multi-scale with multi-receptive-field at high-level features.
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Fig. 2. Point-Unet takes a volume as input and consists of 3 modules: saliency attention
network, context-aware sampling and point segmenation network.
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Fig. 3. Our proposed saliency attention network.

The network is illustrated in Fig. 3 and contains two high-level layers and two
low-level layers. At the high-level features, we adopt atrous convolution with
different dilation rates set to 1, 2, and 3 to capture multi receptive field context
information. The feature maps from different atrous layers are then combined by
concatenation while the smaller ones are upsampled to the largest one. Then, we
combine them by cross channel concatenation and channel-wise attention (SCA)
[3] as the output of the high-level feature extraction. At the low-level features,
we apply SCA [3] to combine two low-level features maps after upsampling the
smaller ones. The high-level feature is then upsampled and combined with the
low-level feature to form a feature map at original resolution.
3.2

Context-aware Sampling

Random sampling (RS) used in the original RandLA-Net [8] has been successfully
applied into 3D shapes, but it is not a good sampling technique for medical
volumetric data because of following reasons: (i) there is no mechanism in RS to
handle intra-imbalance; (ii) topological structure is important in medical analysis
but there is no attention mechanism in RS to focus on the object boundary which
are very weak in medical images; (iii) RS samples points all over the data space,
it may skip small objects while objects of interest in medical are relatively small;
(iv) volumetric data is large and RS requires running inference multiple times
which is time consuming.
Our context-aware sampling is designed to take all such limitations into
account. Here the main conceptual differences are that our sampling is a single
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Fig. 4. Our proposed Point-Unet segmentation on volumetric data.

pass and our sampling only samples i.e., it is necessary just to sample the volume
and perform the inference once. Our context-aware sampling is as follows. Firstly,
we sample the points identified by the attentional probability map obtained by
the saliency attention module. On the salient region where the probabilities are
higher, we densely sample points to better learn contextual local representation.
In the non-salient region, we apply random sampling to keep global relations. By
doing that, our context-aware sampling can capture better local dependencies
within regions of interest while maintaining global relations.
3.3

Point-based Segmentation

Given a volumetric data, we first sample a PC by Subsection 3.2.Our point-based
segmentation departs from the original design of RandLA-Net [8] in that we
introduce a context-aware sampling technique for effectively sampling PCs from a
volume. We also redesign RandLA-Net under Unet architecture [30] together with
an appropriate loss to better fit the task of medical volumetric segmentation. The
architecture of the proposed point-based segmentation network is illustrated in
i
i
Fig. 4. Our network takes N points as its input {pi }N
i=1 , each point pi = {x , f }
i
where x is a tuple of coordinates in sagittal, coronal, transverse planes and f i
is a tuple of point features including point intensity in T1 , T2 , Tce , and F lair
modalities.
The input PC is first processed through encoder path, which contains sequences Dilated Residual Block (DRB) and downsampling. Each DRB includes
multiple units of multi-layer perceptrons (MLP), local spatial encoding and
attentive pooling stacks and the DRBs are connected through skip-connections as
proposed in RandLA-Net [8]. The output of the encoder path is then processed
through the decoder path, which consists of a sequence of MLP and upsampling.
The network also makes use of the skip connection while upsampling to learn feature representation at multi-scale. Finally, the decoder output is passed through
three fully connected layers with drop-out regularization.
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Table 1. Comparison on BraTS18. The best, second best and third best are highlighted.
BraTS18

Offline validation set

Online validation set

Dice score ↑
HD95 ↓ Methods
Dice score ↑
HD95 ↓
ET/WT/TC
AVG AVG
ET/WT/TC
AVG AVG
3DUnet[15] 66.82/81.19/77.58 75.20 9.32
3DUnet[35] 72.05/84.24/76.41 77.56 17.83
Methods

3DUNet[11] 68.43/89.91 /86.77 81.70

5.33

h-Dense[19] 70.69/89.51/82.76 80.99

6.41

71.67/81.45/76.98 76.70

—–

DenseNet[39] 80.00/90.00/82.00 84.00

KD-Net[7]

—–

2

76.35 /89.09/82.70 82.71

—–

aeUnet[25] 81.45/90.42/85.96 85.94 5.52

aeUnet[25] 75.31/85.69/81.98 80.99

8.64

aeUnet[25]1 72.60/85.02/77.33 78.32 18.58

DMF[2]
S3D[4]
nnNet[12]

73.95/88.81/84.42 82.39

5.40

74.93/89.35/83.09 82.56
2

5.63

nnNet[12]

79.59/90.80/84.32 84.90 5.36

KaoNet[16] 73.50/90.20/81.30 81.67

5.92

nnNet[12]1

75.01/82.23/81.84 79.69

7.14

RandLA[8] 70.05/88.13/80.32 79.50

6.36

RandLA[8]

73.05/87.30/76.94 79.10

5.79

Ours

80.97/90.50/84.11 85.19

6.30

Ours

76.65/81.57/84.21 80.81 12.59

S3D [4]

80.76/90.55/87.09 86.13 6.01

Far apart from RandLA-Net[8] and most existing segmentation networks,
which use the cross-entropy (CE) loss, we utilize Generalized Dice Loss (GDL)
[32] for training. GDL [32] has been proven to be efficient at dealing with data
imbalance problems that often
P occurPin medical image segmentation. GDL is
l
l=1 wP
n rln pln
P
computed as GDL = 1 − 2
where wl = PN1 r is used to
l=1 wl
n (rln +pln )
n ln
provide invariance to different label set properties. R is gold standard with value
at voxel nth denoted as rn . P the predicted segmentation map with value at
voxel nth denoted as pn . For class l, the groundtruth and predicted labels are rln
and pln .

4

Experimental Results

We evaluate our method and compare to the state-of-the-art methods on two
datasets: Pancreas and BraTS. Pancreas [31] contains 82 abdominal contrast
enhanced 3D CT scans. The CT scans have resolutions of 512x512 pixels with
varying pixel sizes and slice thickness between 1.5–2.5 mm. BraTS [23] consists of
a large-scale brain tumor dataset. The training set includes 285/335/369 patients
and validation set contains 66/125/125 patients in BraTS18/BraTS19/BraTS20.
Each image is registered to a common space, sampled to an isotropic with skullstripped and has a dimension of 240 × 240 × 155. For point sampling in our
training and inference, we sample 180,000 points in Pancreas, and 350,000 points
in BraTS.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Reproduce the results on the network trained with 100 epochs.
The results reported in the paper.
We choose the model with as similar batch size as ours.
We choose single model with 190 epoches, stage 1. The best model at Brats2020
The first place of BraTS19. We choose the Ensemble of 5-fold
The second place on BraTS19
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Table 2. Comparison on BraTS19. The best, second best and third best are highlighted.
BraTS19
Methods

Offline validation set
Dice score ↑
HD95 ↓
ET/WT/TC
AVG AVG

3DUnet[15] 67.74/80.17/78.92 75.61 11.69
nnNet[12] 79.46/81.13/87.08 82.67

6.75

aeUnet[25] 80.55/86.26/85.78 84.19 10.94

Online validation set

3DUnet[35]

64.26/79.65/72.07 72.00 23.68

nnNet[12]1

70.42/81.53/78.22 76.72

aeUnet [25]

HNF[13] 80.96 /91.12 /86.40 86.16

—–

HNF[13]

N3D[34]

3.58

Synth[6]

83.0/91.60/88.80 87.35

2stage [14]

RandLA[8] 76.68/89.01/84.81 83.50
Ours

4.45

85.67/91.18/90.10 88.98 4.92

Dice score ↑
HD95 ↓
ET/WT/TC
AVG AVG

Methods

1

8.30

64.81/83.02/74.48 74.10 21.75
81.16/91.12/84.52 85.60 3.81
76.65/89.65 /79.01 81.77

5

5.75

79.67 /90.80/85.89 85.45 3.74

3Unet[34]

73.70/89.40/80.70 81.27

5.84

3DSe [26]

80.00/89.40/83.40 84.27

4.91

Bag-trick[42]6 70.20/88.30/80.00 79.50

4.93

RandLA[8]

70.77/86.95/74.27 70.77

Ours

7.09

79.01/87.63/79.70 82.11 10.39

Table 3. Comparison on BraTS20. The best, second best and third best are highlighted.
BraTS20
Methods

Offline validation set
Dice score ↑
HD95 ↓
ET/WT/TC
AVG AVG

Online validation set
Dice score ↑
HD95 ↓
ET/WT/TC
AVG AVG

Methods

3DUnet[15] 66.92/82.86/72.98 74.25 30.19

3DUNet [35] 67.66/87.35/79.30 78.10 21.16

73.64/80.99/81.60 78.74 14.33

nnNet [12]1 68.69/81.34/78.06 78.03 24.30

nnNet[12]

aeUnet[25] 71.31 /84.72 /79.02 78.35 15.43 nnUNet[10] 3 77.67/90.60/84.26 84.18 15.30
aeNet[25]1

64.00/83.16/74.66 73.95 33.91
4

Cascade[21]

78.81/89.92/82.06 83.60 12.00

KiUNet[33] 73.21/87.60/73.92 78.24
RandLA[8] 67.40/87.74/76.85 77.33
Ours

7.03

76.43/89.67/82.97 83.02 8.26

8.38

RandLA[8]

66.31/88.01/77.03 77.17 16.65

Ours

78.98/89.71/82.75 83.81 11.73

Evaluation Setup: For each dataset, we experiment on both offline validation
set and online validation set. The evaluation on the offline validation set is
conducted locally by partitioning the training set into training subset (80%)
and evaluation subset (20%). We train the network on TensorFlow empowered
by Tensorpack [9] to speed up the training. We use Momentum optimizer with
momentum value 0.9, learning rate 0.01 with decay, and batch size 2. The model
is trained on an NVIDIA Tesla V100 32GB GPU for 100 epochs. For BraTS, we
compare our method with SOTA voxel-based results, and with RandLA-Net [8],
the SOTA point-based segmentation method. Note that our evaluation is done
on volume as our point-based segmentation results can be transferred directly to
the volume without further processing thanks to our sampling scheme.
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Table 4. Dice score comparison on Pancreas dataset.
Method

Average ↑

Method

Average ↑

Oktay et al. [27]

83.10 ± 3.80

Yu et al. [40]

84.50 ± 4.97

Zhu et al [43]

84.59 ± 4.86

Ours

85.68 ±5.96

Networks

Memory ↓ Inference ↓

3DUnet 128 × 128 × 128
baseline 160 × 192 × 128
[15]
240 × 240 × 144

8.75 GB
16.70 GB
32.00 GB

7.80 s
0.28 s
0.23 s

nnNet
[12]

128 × 128 × 128
160 × 192 × 128
240 × 240 × 144

7.20 GB
11.10 GB
21.70 GB

55.30 s
26.50 s
2.30 s

aeUnet
[25]

128 × 128 × 128 17.21 GB
160 × 192 × 128 31.42 GB
240 × 240 × 144 >48.00 GB

110.40 s
78.80 s
7.10 s

RandLA[8] 240 × 240 × 155

15.98 GB

8.00 s

240 × 240 × 155

17.22 GB

1.24 s

(Ours)

(a)

Patch size

(b)

Fig. 5. Performance analysis. (a) With a single inference, our Point-Unet outperforms
RandLA-Net, which requires multiple iterations at inference. (b) Memory requirement
for training with batch size 1 and inference time with difference volume patch sizes.

Evaluation Results: The evaluation on Brats is given in Tables 1, 2, 3 for
BraTS 2018, BraTS 2019, and BraTS 2020, respectively. Whereas the evaluation
on Pancreas is given in Table 4. On Brats, there are two groups of methods
corresponding to SOTA voxel-based and point-based reported in each table.
While our Point-Unet achives either better or competitive performance compared
to SOTA voxel-based methods, it is better than SOTA point-based method
(RandLA-Net) at both Dice score and HD95. For nnNet [12] and aeNet [25], we
train and reproduce the resutls. It shows that the reproduced results are always
lower than the ones reported which were postprocessed. Without postprocessing,
our results outperforms both nnNet [12] and aeNet [25]. In other words, our
Point-Unet obtains SOTA performance on both offline validation set and online
validation set without postprocessing. Not only on the large-scale dataset such as
Brats, our Point-Unet also obtains the SOTA performance on small-scale dataset
such as Pancreas as shown Table 4.
Please also refer to the supplementary material for full comparisons on
Pancreas, an ablation study of our network, and other implementation details.
Performance Analysis: Fig. 5(a) shows the comparison between our PointUnet against RandLA-Net [8] in terms of the number of iterations performed
during inference. The experiment is conducted on BraTS20 offline validation set.
The performance of RandLA-Net with RS strategy highly depend on the number
of iterations. It reaches the best performance when RS covers the entire volume,
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which requires up to eight iterations. By using context-aware sampling, our PC
covers regions of interest in just a single iteration while outperforming RandLANet. Figure 5(b) provides the memory requirement during training with batch
size set to 1 on different input volume patch sizes. We also measure inference time
by three runs and then take the averages. In general, for voxel-based networks, a
smaller patch size requires less memory during training but it takes more time
at inference. By contrast, point-based networks including our Point-Unet and
RandLA-Net [8] require much less memory to handle the entire volume while
keeping the inference time plausible.

5

Conclusion

In this work, we introduced Point-Unet, a point-based framework for volumetric
segmentation. We tested our framework on the problem of brain tumor and
pancreas segmentation and showed that our point-based neural segmentation
is robust, scalable, and more accurate than existing voxel-based segmentation
methods. Future investigations might aim for better techniques for volumepoint sampling and label reconstruction. Techniques for segmentation boundary
adaptive sampling [17] and attention-based convolution [38] are also potential
extensions for performance improvement.
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